 Channel estimation is a crucial technique in wireless communication, and pilot pattern design is an essential procedure to realize PSA-OFDM (pilot symbol assisted orthogonal frequency division multiplexing). In this paper, we researched on the constrained conditions of pilot pattern such as the number and the interval of pilot symbols. Then, all kinds of the pilot patterns and usage scenarios are summarized roundly. Finally, we put forward some problems which are significant but have not been solved well up to now.
I. INTRODUCTION
In wideband wireless communication, the goal is to achieve credible and high-speed data transmission. There are two severe challenges to realize the goal: the service efficiency enhancement of bandwidth and the multipath fading of the channel. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) can meet the requirements. In order to realize the effects of OFDM, the estimation of the channel frequency response is invariably required. Pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) is one of the hot issues of channel estimation, and pilot pattern design is the first step in PSAM. The selection and insertion of pilot is the basis of PSAM, viz. pilot pattern design plays a key role to the estimation performance of channel.
II. THE REQUIREMENTS OF PILOT PATTERN DESIGN
Pilot pattern design refers to the decision of where to place pilot symbols and how many pilot symbols should be used. On one hand, the interval of pilot should be as small as possible, so that it can track the frequency selection and the time-varying of the channel, on the other hand, considering reducing the system overhead, the interval of pilot should be as big as possible. So we should make a compromise in the design of practical system. Commonly, we can make judgments by Bit-Error -Rate (BER).
How to design the pilot pattern? The relevant requirements are as following. 
A. The Interval of Pilot
Two important parameters are involved in the pilot pattern design, one of them is the maximum Doppler frequency offset f m (it is related with the minimum coherence time), and the other is maximum multipath delay m  (it is related with the minimum coherence bandwidth). According to Nyquist's theory, the frequency interval and the time interval should respectively meet the following formulas [1] and [2] .
The T s is the OFDM symbol length and the f  is the frequency interval of subcarrier.
In the practical engineering, in order to achieve the more correct estimation, (1-1) and (1-2) should be respectively modified to
Besides, we should also take the hardware variation (i.e. the phase noise and oscillating frequency drift) into consideration.
B. Pilot selection and Insertion
In this part, it already had some theoretical conclusions.  It will cost a waste of resources when inserts the pilot, the loss can be expressed as [3] . Thereinto, N grid is the number of pilot symbols, N c is the number of carriers, N s is the number of OFDM symbols in every frame.
The loss of signal noise ratio (SNR) is 
 , we will achieve the minimum mean square error (MMSE) [4] . Moreover, we should try to insert pilot symbols in the first and the last OFDM signal in every frame, meanwhile, we should also insert pilot symbols in the first and the last subchannel. Then, we can ensure estimation accuracy on the edge of every frame.
C. The Number of Pilot
To obtain a tradeoff between the channel estimation accuracy and the bandwidth efficiency, how many pilot symbols are needed? There is no exact formula yet; however, we only know that the more pilot symbols, the better of the performance, but the lower of the bandwidth efficiency. Wei et al. had proposed a solution, at a given SNR, it can find the minimal number of pilot symbols by plotting those different BER curses with respect to the pilot spacing L [5] .
III. EXISTING PILOT PATTERN
For different channels, we should choose different pilot patterns. As depicted in Fig. 1 , a regular pilot arrangement can be illustrated with two basis vectors It is uniformly distributed in every OFDM signal. It is greatly affected by the frequency selective fading, but it is insensitive to slow fading in time. So it is fitted very well to the fast fading channel. Its structure is shown as Fig. 2 .
 Block-type pilot [8] . Pilot sequence is systematically and periodically transmitted, the whole OFDM signal is pilot signal, which is shown in Fig. 3 , so the operation is very simple. With this characteristic, it is insensitive to the frequency selective fading and it is commonly used in the slow fading channel.  Hybrid-type pilot [9] Just because comb pilot pattern and block pilot pattern possesses different characteristics, it is very natural to combine this two kinds of pilot patterns into a hybrid pilot structure, as shown in Fig. 4 , The hybrid pilot structure retains the merits of the comb pilot and block pilot and discards their shortages. It can enhance the capability of channel tracking and the frequency efficiency. But the algorithm may cause more computer complexity. In every frame of OFDM system, it should insert hybrid pilot symbols, the interval should meet the Nyquist sampling theorem, and the weighting coefficient is solved by the Lagrange conditions. During transmitting pilot signals, every frame should have multiple OFDM symbols and pilot symbols should be inserted in every subchannel.
 Scattered-type pilot [10] Under the reciprocal of the twice bandwidth is greater than the sample interval, namely, according to Nyquist law, we respectively insert pilot signals from the frequency domain and the time domain, just as Fig. 5 shown. The merit of this pilot pattern is that it needs a small number of pilot symbols, so its spectral utilization is very high. However，due to its computer complexity, it is difficult to be realized.
If the intervals of pilot from the frequency and the time are equivalent, the pilot pattern will transform into the square pilot pattern. If the pilots are inserted in parallel, it will transform into diamond pilot pattern (namely hexagonal pilot pattern). These two pilot patterns can estimate the channel state instantaneity and they are always used in fast fading channel, but they have more complex structure, resulting in increasing the system complexity. M.J.et al first proposed the hexagonal pilot pattern and proved that it was optimum in terms of sampling efficiency [11] .  Trellis-type pilot [12] In order to meet the sample theorem, the pilots are inserted evenly on frequency domain and time domain.
This pilot pattern has simple structure, which won't increase the system complexity and can reduce the system redundancy at the same time, so it can increase the system transmission speed. But it will bring many estimation errors. Fig. 6 shows the trellis pilot structure.  Diagonal-type pilot [13] Because pilot symbols are inserted linearly into the signal, it makes full use of the information of the frequency domain and the time domain. It can reduce the computer complexity and tend to reduce the difficulty of the calculation compared with the traditional Wiener filtering algorithm. Dai et al. simplify its structure and algorithm so as to reduce the arithmetic complexity [14] . The structure is shown in Fig. 7 .  Clustered-type pilot [5] In DVB-T standard, an equal-spaced pilot pattern is adopted, in [5] , every two neighboring pilots are grouped as one cluster, and these clustered pilot groups are equalspaced as shown in Fig. 8 .The merit of this pilot pattern is that it can reduce half of the noise power in the pilot subchannel estimation, thereby leading to more accurate data subchannel estimation. 
IV. CONCLUSION
By synthetically analyzing the constrained conditions of pilot patterns and existing pilot patterns, we can see that there are some important issues in the design of pilot patterns:
Further improvement has been made on the pilot pattern design to obtain higher efficiency, higher precision and lower computation complexity to the channel estimation.
There still hasn't an exact formula to directly compute the numbers of pilot in terms of actual channel state.
Compressed sensing (CS) is a very popular technology now, if we can combine it with pilot pattern design, we will achieve the same performance with less pilots, or gain the better performance with the same number of pilots. There already has a few literatures on this issue, it still need further research.
